dôme classics

espresso perfecto

ESPRESSO

LONG BLACK

macchiato autentico

espreski

Iced coffee blended
with big chunks of
golden honeycomb
chocolate.

smooth fruit

dôme on ice

Dôme Smooth Fruit are real do-gooders but don’t hold that against them, they taste
extremely naughty. They are a delicious
combination of low fat yoghurt, ice, milk
and real fruit puree. It’ll do you good to
try one.
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FLAT WHITE

LATTE

CAPPUCCINO

TRADITIONAL
SHORT OR LONG
MACCHIATO

TOPPED UP
SHORT OR LONG
MACCHIATO

Blended with
real fruit puree
of raspberries,
strawberries and
blueberries.

Iced coffee blended
with big chunks of
dark chocolate, glazed
cherries & coconut.

ICED MOCHA

hot indulgence

escape the grind.
ask us to do it.

MOCHA

HOT CHOCOLATE

VIENNA

AFFOGATO

Coffee options
... whole, soy, low fat,
milk on the side

Want Dôme at home?
Our single-origin and
blended beans all come
in take-home packs. Tell
us how you make your
coffee, and we’ll grind
your beans to suit. Our
packs have a fresh-lock
one-way valve that lets
carbon dioxide out,
without letting oxygen in.

ICED CHOCOLATE

juices

APPLE
ORANGE
PINEAPPLE

Blended with chai
tea extract.

MARGARET RIVER
CITRON PRESSE

MARGARET RIVER
LEMON, LIME & BITTERS

COKE, DIET COKE &
COKE ZERO

MARGARET RIVER
TRIPLE G GINGER BEER

Blended with real
mango fruit puree.

Choose from: English Breakfast, Earl Grey,
Darjeeling, Orange Pekoe, Green Tea, Chamomile,
Ginger or Peppermint.

iced teas
Blended with
espresso, chocolate
& freshly roasted
coffee beans.

... extra hot

refreshing fizzes
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FRESH MILK

traditional & herbal

... extra weak, weak,
strong, extra strong
BABYCINO

Blended with a
whole banana and a
touch of mango.

Iced coffee blended
with big chunks of
quality milk chocolate.

... with cream

original shakes
Choose from: Chocolate, Banana, Vanilla,
Spearmint or Strawberry.

LEMON TEA
PEACH TEA

... extra shot

n
Spider optio

iced and tangy
Iced coffee blended
with big chunks of
chocolate filled
with peanuts and
caramel wafers.
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ice cream to
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fine waters

Tea options
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... whole, soy, low fat
or without
... extra weak, weak,
strong, extra strong
... extra hot water
... with lemon
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Blended with dairy
milk chocolate frogs.

LEMON CHILL

WILD BERRY CHILL

MT FRANKLIN

SAN PELLEGRINO

well-being chai

CHAI LATTE

Green Tea extract with
cinnamon, clove and
ginger topped with
steamed milk and
finished with a lid of
milk froth and dusted
with cinnamon.

Milkshake options
Blended with dairy milk
chocolate caramel filled
koalas.

... with malt

... thickshake it with an
extra scoop of ice cream

Activity sheets and
pencils are yours to
keep. Ask for yours
at the counter.

Dôme has an extra special
selection of scrumptious
surprises especially for the
young ones. Favourites
include the Babycino, Baked
Beans on Toast, Ham & Pineapple Pizza
and a Smiley Freckle Lollipop.

